
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a deal desk analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for deal desk analyst

Sales Operations Point of Contact for Professional Services PM’s as it relates
to orders
Advise Sales on pricing, standard and non-standard business terms and
collaborate with impacted parties to identify acceptable options to facilitate
deal closures
Liaise with other departments (Legal, Order Management, Finance ) as
required to support transaction needs
Work with teammates and management to identify best practices for fulfilling
nonstandard deals and process improvement opportunities
Provide ongoing contract, process, policy education to Sales
Conducts and coordinates financial, market, operational and related research
to support strategic pricing, discounting and overall guidance for the large
account sales team
Ability to communicate effectively, at various levels within MSC, the results,
guidance and strategies associated with the analysis
Interpret and evaluate research data in order to determine how to
incorporate this within a customer pricing model
Prepares analytical models to evaluate strategic pricing decisions
Analyze customer buying patterns and compare to similar industry segments
in order to optimize customer programs

Qualifications for deal desk analyst

Example of Deal Desk Analyst Job Description
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Shepherd the deal through the sales cycle in collaboration with the
appropriate cross-functional teams
Undergraduate or master’s degree in Business (ideally with a focus in Finance)
Minimum 4 years of relevant career experience with a technology company
(in a Deal Desk Role, Field Finance, Revenue Accounting, or Contracting) with
a demonstrated pattern of increased responsibility
Ability to use judgement and draw on past experience to make decisions or
recommendations
Knowledge or experience in software contract review a distinct advantage
Bachelors degree is a must(commerce), MBA (Finance) preferred


